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Marketingology
As we explore ways to make our services or products
sell faster and take over more market share, we must
be cognizant of marketing techniques. Marketing
creates a knowledge of products or services that
people desire and are willing to exchange money
for their possession. Marketing is very important.
Marketing today is what brings in business for
tomorrow. It is what convinces your old customers
to return for additional products or services. If done
correctly, marketing can keep you in business or it
can put you out of business if not done correctly. It
is because of this reason that The Mathis Group has
developed marketingology.
What is Marketingology?
Marketingology is the process of obtaining and
retaining customer relationships for long, endless
business. It also creates a desire from a target group
to want your products or service. Marketingology
is created with the end user in mind. The Mathis
Group desires to educate you with the important
information to allow your marketing dollars to work
for you at a faster rate and a faster response. Does
this mean that all your future marketing efforts will
be successful? Unfortunately, no. There are never
any guarantees when it comes to marketing. We
can have the right method or media of marketing,
but the wrong message. We might have the correct
message, but the wrong target group. We can have
the right target group and message, but use the
wrong type of media. Marketingology seeks to
reduce the risk, not guarantee there is no risk.

When you use these principles, you learn how to
create campaigns that have a higher potential of
success because you have all the right ingredients
included. One of the most exciting things an
organization can do is to become aggressive
and go after customers. Plant seeds for new
customers. This takes the support of the entire
company, and getting involvement from
others will be an asset. Every organization
must focus their attention on marketing to
gain customers and move the company to
stronger stability.
Getting Started
To get started in the right direction, you must
discuss the need for marketing and brainstorming
different target groups and demographics. When we
get others involved, we reduce the resistance from
the organization. The following steps will help you
introduce marketing and marketing concepts to
everyone:
Create a marketing team
When organizing a marketing team, you must have
a balance of people who are creative and those
who are detail oriented. Your team must have the
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There is a time to let things happen and a
time to make things happen.
Hugh Prather
Minister and counselor
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freedom to discuss possible marketing techniques
that might sound crazy or extremely out of bounds.
If this freedom is allowed, you will notice numerous
ideas and suggestions surfacing. Choose people
you trust and have already demonstrated a degree
of success or interest in the marketing efforts of the
organization.
Conduct a marketing audit
Conducting a marketing audit will help determine
which areas of the marketing process have worked
in the past. A good audit will
examine the target market,
segmentation, and media being
used to reach the desired audience.
It may also included examinations
of customer satisfaction ratings
and how much of the market share
your organization presently holds. You will need to
interview customers for future needs and desires
to allow you to see where your customer base is
headed. Find out which media forms the customer
uses: types of magazines, associations in which they
participate, or television and radio stations. The
audit allows the marketing team the opportunity to
make plans based on data and research rather than
preconceived notions.
Create a position or responsibility for all marketing
efforts
Giving responsibility to team members creates buyin for the team. One frustration of many teams is
that people do not follow-up or take the necessary
responsibility needed to be successful. To prevent
this from happening, create an accountability
system which follows-up on team members. Have
someone who is willing to confront a person if
he or she does not come through with the given
assignment.
Compare old and new marketing processes
Keep the part of marketing which is working for
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you, and change those areas which are costing
money and producing little. In order to do this,your
team must examine the marketing processes.
Examine the old marketing process, and determine
how you are presently gaining customers. Which
areas of marketing do you know for sure bring
customers into your organization? How do you
know this media is bringing in customers, and
how many customers have been brought in? All
of these answers point out how you can better use
your marketing money. Examine new marketing
processes. The new marketing processes are those
areas you expect to help reach your target market
faster. When looking at new marketing processes,
you must try to do things differently than you
have ever done. By incorporating new methods
of marketing into your organization, you may find
new customers along the way.
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